
History – Grade 10 

Guided Reading 

 

Please note that the guided reading plan should be followed using your textbook only.  You 
have no notes other than those you make yourself.  Please use the internet (Wikipedia is a 
good place to start) to supplement your textbooks info.  I am going to try to add links into 
the reading guide to help with this process. 

One of the best ways to understand this section and to study a steady stream of events is to 
create a timeline.  This is particularly true of the next two chapters, as the timelines for 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 overlap considerably at times.  In fact, breaking the History into 
these two chapters makes little sense, as they should be taught concurrently. 

 

Transformations in southern Africa after 1750 (pp. 102 – 103) 

1. Explain the term transformation.   
2. List the African kingdoms that formed in southern Africa up to 1830. 
3. Which two entities influenced the formation of these kingdoms. 
4. Consider the timeline on page 103.  What does circa mean? 
5. Complete the timeline task on a piece of paper. 

 

Detour:  The San, the Khoi and bantu-speaking peoples 

Before we look at transformations from 1750 in southern Africa (South Africa as a political 
entity did not exist until 1910), we should consider the role of southern Africa’s first people – 
the San – and then the later arrival of the Khoi and the bantu-speaking people. 

Please read the following Wikipedia extracts and page 104 and complete the table below 
in your book/file: 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_people 
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khoekhoe 
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bantu_peoples 

 San Khoi Bantu 

Food/survival – how did 
these people feed 
themselves? 

   

Mobility – how much did 
these people settle an area?    

Numbers – what size were 
the average group?    

Age – to which historic age 
do these people belong 
(Stone, Bronze, Iron, etc.) 

   

Political leadership – how 
were these people led?    



Political changes in southern Africa between 1750 and 1820 (pp.104 – 106) 

1. What was South Africa like in 1750? 
1.1. Who are the VOC (we learn more about this in Chapter 5)? 
1.2. Look at the map in Source A.  Why do the independent African chiefdoms not 

have clear borders like the VOC? 
1.3. In which directions were the Dutch expanding?  Why might the northerly expansion 

of the Dutch be limited (consider the physical geography of South Africa)? 
1.4. Do you think the San hunter-gatherers and the Khoi herders chose to move in the 

dryer desert and semi-desert areas?  Explain your answer – why did they or didn’t 
they? 

2. Complete Activity 1 (page 106) and consider the role of archaeologists in history. 

 

The expansion of the southern Tswana chiefdoms (pp. 107 – 108) 

1. Where might one find the southern Tswana chiefdoms? 
2. List five of these chiefdoms. 
3. List three of the reasons for growing conflict between these chiefdoms. 
4. Why don’t historians know for certain what the reasons was for growing conflict 

between these people? 
5. In a paragraph, explain why changes to rainfall patterns might have led to conflict. 
6. How did the introduction of maize affect these people?  Where does maize come 

from? 
7. In a paragraph, explain how trade might have led to conflict. 
8. In a paragraph, explain how raiding and the expansion of the Cape Colony might 

have led to more conflict. 

 

Essay:  Explain the reasons for the expansion of the Tswana kingdoms and conflict among 
Tswana chiefdoms. 

1. Complete Activity 2. 
2. Use your mind map or planning similar to my essay planning to plan and the write the 

above essay 

 

 


